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1. Introduction

“Comets may tell us about cometary 
and solar wind composition, ionization 
state, relative velocity , etc...”

2. Observation

3. X-ray Images
4. Timing & spectral analysis

5. Discussion
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A comet is composed of a nucleus (0.1~10 km, rock, dust, and ices), a coma (104-6 km), 
and a plasma/dust tail (~AU). It is a clue for the primordial solar system. Since the first 
X-ray detection from the comet in 1996 (Lisse et al., 1996, Science, 274, 205),  about 
15 comets have been observed in X-rays. The emission mechanism is probably “charge 
exchange”, considering their large soft X-ray flux (LX~1014-16 erg/s), correlation to the 
solar wind flux, and the offset from the nucleus sunwards.  However, the spectral 
analysis has been difficult because the emission is predominately below 1 keV.
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With Suzaku, we observed the comet 73P/Schwasmann-Wachmann 3 C, the brightest 
comet observed in 2006 (mV ~ 6 mag), two times at near perigee and one at perihelion.

 5/7 5 ksec, 2 FOVs, DEarth/DSun=0.090/1.0 AU
 5/13 25 ksec, 8 FOVs, DEarth/DSun=0.073/1.0 AU
 6/7 35 ksec, 15 FOVs, DEarth/DSun=0.23/0.94 AU

     (1 FOV, 3 ksec for background)

http://www.tamanti.it/Solar%20Sys/73P%20S-W%2024-04-06.htm
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We translated raw XIS BI images to overlay the position of the nucleus from the 
ephemeris data, using the special program written by Dr. Negro (Nihon Uni.).
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In order to trace this rapidly moving object, we have to change the FOV within 
individual observations. The maximum moving speed was 16 arcmin/hr on 5/13. 
Thanks to efforts by the operation team, all the observations were successfully done.

The pass of the 
comet in the sky
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The X-ray emission from the 73P/SW C is clearly detected in the soft band images. 
This is the first time detection of X-rays from comets with the Japanese satellite.

Hyakutake (ROSAT)

A slight shift
(~104 km) sunwards
is consistent with
the past observations
of some other comets

Since significant X-ray time variation is one of 
the characters of the comet, we conducted 
timing analysis in the two energy bands 
(0.2-0.8 and 2-10 keV). Then, the third 
observation showed variation in the soft band. 
We compared the spectra of the comet 
extracted from the entire CCD among the 
three observations and also within the third.
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XIS BI spectra of the comet
The r5’ area around the peak

Emission lines are 
clearly seen in 0.2-0.8 
keV above the BGD. 
Also, the spectra show 
time variation among 
the three observations.

We first fitted the spectrum of the comet in  6/7-4 when the emission was strongest. 
We used nine narrow gaussian model with free line centers and intensities. The 
model describes the data well. Hence we proceeded to the modeling of the other 
observations with the same model while the line centers are fixed, due to the limited 
photon statistics in these spectra. All the spectra are well represented by this model. 
For  5/7 and 5/13 spectra, we added a gaussian component at ~870 eV.

1) 200 (<212) eV           Ne, Mg L lines ? 
2) 248 (247-255) eV      Mg, Si L lines ?
3) 291 (288-303) eV      CV  2p-1s 302 eV
4) 363 (358-368) eV      CVI 2p-1s 367 eV
5) 430 (425-436) eV      CVI 3p-1s 435 eV

6) 490 (473-497) eV      NVII 2p-1s, CVI 4p-1s
7) 558 (557-562) eV      OVII 2s-1s 561 eV
8) 650 (643-654) eV      OVIII 2p-1s 654 eV
9) 750 (734-796) eV      OVIII 3p-1s 774 eV, Fe-L
10) 872 (804-902) eV    OVIII 4,5,6p-1s ?, Fe-L ?

Line center ennergies and their identifications
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With high S/N ratio,  we 
have identified the OVII 
forbidden line and the CVI  
lines from the high 
Rydeberg state. This is one 
of the strongest proofs for 
the charge exchange as the 
cometary X-rays, to date.

ACE solar wind data

We checked the solar wind data of the ACE and WIND satellites, and found similar time variation.
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We can also check the charge exchange 
model by estimating the density of the coma.

reasonable 
as the coma density

0.5 day

6-1. Origin of time variation on 6/7 ?

There are about 30 min and 1~1.5 day delays of the time variation  
detected with ACE  to those with WIND and Suzaku, respectively.
These delays can be roughly explained by the Co-rotating 
Interaction Regions (CIR) of the solar wind; 0.24 deg/(14.7 deg/
day)~24 min and 12.5 deg/(14.7 deg/day)~0.85 day.
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6-2. Really charge exchange ?

Cravens, 2002, Science, 296, 1042

Prediction of cometary X-rays
Bodewits et al., 2004, ApJ, 606, 81 

Thanks to the 
excellent spectral 
resolution of 
Suzaku, we can 
now directly 
compare the best 
fit model with the 
theoretical 
models. At the 
zeroth order, they 
are consistent. We 
thus constrain the 
theories.

Suzaku best fit models
           (σ=10 eV) 0507

0513
0607-4

Suzaku

In conclusion, we have successfully detected X-rays from the comet 73P/SW C with 
Suzaku XIS BI. Its high quality spectra, in addition to the image and light curves, 
provide the firmest evidence for the solar wind charge exchange model.

The chip-integrated spectra

Expected delay

Fast wind (~1000 km/s)
Slow wind (<400 km/s)

Decelerated wind
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